
GREEN

X/106E/037

ROYAL BLUE

X/106E/041

NAVY BLUE

X/106E/042

RED

X/106E/061

WHITE

X/106E/020

SILVER

X/106E/083

EXPRIT BLUE

X/106E/041EX17

BLACK

X/106E/071

YELLOW

X/106E/051

YELLOW AREA WRIST AND ANKLE CUFFS FABRIC

ROYAL BLUE

X/134/RETE/041

NAVY BLUE

X/134/RETE/042

RED

X/134/RETE/061

EXPRIT BLUE

X/134/RETE/15415

WHITE

X/134/RETE/020

SILVER

X/134/RETE/080

GREEN

X/134/RETE/037

BLACK

X/134/RETE/071

PINK AREA BREATHABLE NET

RED

X/119/061

GREEN

X/119/037

CYAN

X/119/040

EXPRIT ORANGE

X/119/090EX17

BLACK

X/119/071

VIOLET

X/119/001

EXPRIT BLUE

X/119/041EX17

NAVY BLUE

X/119/042

ROYAL BLUE

X/119/041

WHITE

X/119/020

CYAN AREA ELASTHAN FABRIC

GREY AREA           

PRINTABLE AREA
This model of suit can be customized through the use of images, photos and color blendings. This peculiar feature is possibIe 
thanks to our proprietary technology “OMP Printart”. 
The customizable area is shown in grey in the picture.
 
The printing on the fabric will be done in CMYK mode (CMYK is the acronym for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black). This 
mode, also called “four color process”, is the same used by common printers, and the colour rendering will be included in 
this range.

For the best result, please follow scrupulously the following instructions.

1) All logos must be forwarded in vectorial format (.ai/.eps/.cdr/.pdf); also the texts, if present, must be included in the file 
and converted in curves.

2) In the event that the customer requested a particular color from the Pantone range, the exact code must be specified 
(find it here: www.pantone.co.uk/pages/pantone/colorfinder.aspx).
 
3) The format of photos or digital images must be one of the 
following: .jpg/.tiff/.psd/.eps, in CYMK mode. 
 
4) For dimensions and resolutions of photos or images follow this table:
- Dimension: circa 30x25 cm - Resolution: 300 dpi
- Dimension: circa 50x35 cm - Resolution: 200 dpi
- Dimension: circa 80x55 cm - Resolution: 100 dpi

KK01726



By approving this sketch, the customer acknowledges that, during the process of manufacturing, variations may occur in colors and other minor aspects, because of the use of di�erent technologies for 
the acquisition and reproduction of images, and for the making of the suit itself. OMP is not responsible for such variations and deviations. For further information: www.ompracing.com
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